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LONG VOWELS IN BALTO-SLAVIC
1. Lengthened grade
According to the traditional doctrine, Ihere are three types of long vowels in
Indo-European languages:
(1) Full-grade long vowels. These have acute tone in Lithuanian, and also in Greek
final syllables, e. g. alga 'salary', άλφή 'gain'.
(2) Contracted long vowels. These have circumflex tone in Lithuanian, and also
in Greek final syllables, e. g. gen, sg. algös, άλφής.
(3) Lengthened grade vowels. These have acute tone in Greek final syllables, e. g.
ποιμ,ήν 'shepherd'. It is usually assumed that the circumflex tone of the Lithuanian
cognate piemuo is the result of a secondary development. This point of view is not
supported by the material. In the following I intend to show that circumflex tone is
regulär on lengthened grade vowels in Balto-Slavic.
The origin of the lengthened grade has largely been clarified by J. Wackerna-
gel in his Old Indic Grammar [1896, 66—68]. He distinguishes [three categories
with seven subdivisions:
(a) Secondary nominal derivatives. Wackernagel accepts Streitberg's Suggestion
[1894, 380] that lengthened grade in this category arose from analogical extension
of lengthened grade in monosyllabic word forms.
(b) Roots in monosyllabic nouns, before primary suffixes, in the singular of athe-
matic presents, and in the active s-aorist, e. g. -härd-, härdi 'heart', märsti 'wipes',
ajaisam 'conquered'. The long root vowel of these words originated from phonetic
lengthening in monosyllabic word forms, e. g. *härd, *jais.
(c) Final syllables of nom. sg. and loc. sg. forms of nominal stems in a resonant,
e. g. sakhä 'friend', agna 'in fire', both with loss of the formative *-z. Here I assume
phonetic lengthening before a word-final resonant and subsequent loss of the reso-
nant.
If we want to establish the tonal reflex of lengthened grade in Balto-Slavic, we
have to examine what has remained of these categories in Lithuanian, Latvian, and
Serbo-Croatian. I think that the following evidence is relevant.
1.1. The nom. sg. form of stems in a resonant ends in a circumflex long vowel
in Lithuanian, e. g. akmuö 'stone', dukte 'daughter'. The only Slavic word which
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offers an indication for this category is SCr. zSräv 'crane', Czech zerav, which re-
flects an original nom. sg. form *geröu, cf. Latin grüs. The long vowel of Serbo-
Croatian and Czech is in agreement with the Lithuanian circumflex. The short
vowel of Slovene zerjäv was obviously taken from the homonym meaning 'butn-
ing', which has the expected short vowel in both Cz. zeravy and SCr. zerava 'live
coal'.
1.2. The sigmatic aorist has disappeared in Baltic, so our information on this
category is limited to the Slavic data. There is a single verb which has preserved an
unambiguous reflex of the lengthened grade in Serbo-Croatian: Ist sg. donijeh next
to donesoh 'brought'. The long reflex of the jat corresponds with the Lith. circum-
flex. A second indication is provided by the isolated infinitive rijet (Dubrovnik)
next to reci 'say' [Vaillant, 1966, 60].
If lengthened grade had yielded the acute tone in Balto-Slavic, we would expect
to find the reflex of the acute throughout the aorist in Serbo-Croatian. This is not
what we find. Outside the 2nd and 3rd sg. forms, the aorist has the same accent äs
the infinitive. Since influence of the latter category upon the former is hardly
probable, I think that the original accentuation of the sigmatic aorist has been pre-
served in e. g. Ist sg. mnjeh, ümrijeh 'died', kleh, zakleh 'swore', Posavian zahle,
with neo-acute corresponding to the Lith. circumflex.
It has been objected against this point of view that the absence of -s- in the
OCS. 2nd and 3rd sg. forms mretr, and klqti, may point to an original root aorist
[e. g. Stang 1942, 65; Vail lant 1966, 191]. I do not think that the objection holds
because the most obvious examples of PIE. root aorist are represented by sigmatic
forms in bystb 'was' and dastb 'gave', for which an analogical origin cannot be made
plausible. Moreover, OCS. setz 'inquit' can hardly be separated from Alb. thom
'say', which must be derived from *kensmi. I conclude that the ending -i& was added
after the loss of final *-s in all instances except byst&, dastt, and jastb 'ate', where it
prevented the loss of *-i1. As Dyb o has shown for stems in an obstruent [1961, 37],
sigmatic aorist forms were end-stressed and asigmatic aorist forms were stem-stres-
sed at a certain stage in the development of Slavic. T think that the same distribution
obtained with stems in a resonant.
One may wonder what has become of the sigmatic aorist in Baltic. In my view,
the lengthened grade of the root in this category is reflected in the long vowel preterit.
The argument rests upon three pieces of evidence.
1
 This chronology forces me to withdraw my agreement [expressed 1979a, 62] with Fortunatov's
view that -tb represents the demonstrative pionoun because the latter was probably still *so at the
stage when final *-s was lost [cf. Kor t landt , 1982a, 5]. This does not alter my opinion that -/&
must be derived from a clitic.
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Firstly, the endings of the long vowel preterit are the same äs those of original
imperfects and differ from those of original asigmatic aorists, which received the
characteristic *-ä in'East Baltic, e. g. Lith. llpo 'stuck', stojo 'stood', OCS. -Ibpc, sta.
Sigmatic aorists of stems in an obstruent were replaced with original imperfects,
äs they partly were in Slavic, e. g. Lith. vede 'led', OCS. vede. Since the long vowel
preterit has the same endings, I assume that it has replaced the sigmatic aorist of
stems in a resonant. The clearest example is the isolated paradigm of Lith. irhti
'take', ima 'takes', eme 'took', which can now be identified with OCS. jeti, -wne-,
Jett. The preservation of the distinction between thematic aorists and imperfects
shows that the sigmatic aorist had not been lost at the time when *-ä spread äs a
preterit ending. Most probably, the form in *-ä was created in order to supply an
imperfect to underived aorist stems in Balto-Slavic, and the long vowel preterit was
subsequently created äs an imperfect to sigmatic aorist stems in East Baltic. Finally,
the aorist was lost and the imperfeqt became a general preterit. The Lith. difference
between the short vowel of vede and the long vowel οι eme is in this conception par-
allel to the Slavic difference between thematic vede and athematic Jett.
Secondly, the long vowel preterit has the same tone äs the infinitive, e. g. Lith.
gere 'drank', bere 'strewed', leke 'flew', inf. gerti, befti, lekti. This is reminiscent of
the Slavic aorist. I cannot accept the usual view that the tonal difference in the pret-
erit was introduced on the analogy of the infinitive [e. g. Stang, 1966, 390]. The
preservation of the tonal difference on the long vowel shows that the stem was ori-
ginally followed by a nonsyllabic consonant in the preterit. I therefore assume that
we have to Start from forms of the type *bers, *gerHs, and that the Substitution of
a vocalic ending for *-s was posterior to the rise of distinqfive tone, which can be
dated to the East Baltic period [cf. Kortlandt, 1977, 324]. It follows that the cir-
cumflex tone is the phonetig reflex of lengthened grade.
Thirdly, the preterit in *-e has mobile accentuation in Lithuanian, even if the
corresponding present has fixed stress, apart from the Operation of Saussure's iaw,
e. g. apverkia 'mourns', äpverke 'mourned'. Conversely, the preterit in *-ö has fixed
stress, even if the qorresponding present has mobile accentuation, e. g. nüperka
'buys', nupirko 'bought'. This is in agreement with the Slavic distribution of end-
stressed sigmatic and stem-stressed asigmatic aorist forms, so that we can identi-
fy e. g. gere 'drank' with OCS. zrett 'devoured'.
1.3. If WackernagePs hypothesis that the lengthened grade originated in mono-
syllabic forms is correct, it must have spread from the 2nd and 3rd sg. forms of the
sigmatic aorist to the rest of the paradigm. This view is supported by the absence of
lengthened grade from the Ist sg. form oi the Vedic injunotive, e. g. stosam
'praise', jesam 'conquer'. It is also supported by the tonal alternation within the aorist
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paradigm of root verbs with mobile accentuation in Serbo-Croatian, e. g. Ist sg.
däh 'gave', lih 'poured', 3rd sg. da, U. These forms represent *doHs-, *leHis-, mono-
syllabiq *dös, *leis, cf. Lith. duoti. lleti. Note that OCS. litt corresponds to leje- <
*lcHie-, lijati < *lHi- in the same way äs Lith. piese 'drew', pere 'thrashed', srebe
'sipped' correspond to piesia, peria, srebia, OCS. pise-, pbsati 'write', pere-, pwati
'tread', Slovene sreblje- < *serb-, sfbati 'sip', also Lith. spjove 'spat' to spiauja, OCS.
pljuje-, pljbvati 'spit'. In my view, the vocalism of Lith. srebe can be identified with
the one of Vedic asräk 'emitted', both forms showing metathesis of *seRCst to *sRe-
Cst in order to avoid the final consonant clusier. It follows that the lengthened grade
yielded the circurnflex tone in Baltic and Slavic and that *dös and *leis originated
from loss of the laryngeal after the lengthened grade vowel. The acute tone of Lith.
spjove is due to the fact that the laryngeal did not immediately follow the long
vowel in *spieuHs, cf. gere 'drank' < *gerHs.
1.4 The meiatony in SCr da, H is strongly reminiscent of the one in Lith. duos
'will give', lies 'will pour'. We must therefore examine if these forms can be identi-
fied with earh other. There are two pieces of evidence that this is indeed the case.
In the Lith. 3rd person future form, monosyllabic acute stems are subject to
shortening if the root vowel is y or a and to metatony in other cases, e. g. lis 'will
rain', büs 'will be', duos 'will give', difbs 'will work'. Exceptions to this rule are of
analogical origin, e. g. vys 'will chase', siäs 'will sew', which are thus distinguished
from vis 'will propagate', siüs 'will rage' [cf. Zinkevicius, 1981, 120]. Polysyllab-
ic stems are subject to metatony, not to the expected shortening in accordance with
Leskien's law, e. g rasys 'will wrile', kalbSs 'will speak'. I find it extremely difficult
to assume that the generali/ation of metatony came about under the influence of
a few unprefixed verbs like deti 'put', especially because Leskien's law was relative-
ly recent [cf. Kortlandt, 1977, 328]. More probably, the verbs in -eti, -oti and
-uoti were already subject to metatony before the Operation of Leskien's law [cf.
already Kort landt , 1975, 86]. Thus, I think that the oldestdistributionispreserv-
ed in those dialects which have rasis 'will write', darls 'will do', sakls 'will say'
next to zinös 'will know', stoves 'will stand', halbes 'will speak' [cf. Zinkevicius,
1966, 361]. It follows that thc metatony of des 'will put', jös 'will ride', duos 'will
give' and lies 'will pour', which served äs a model for the latter categories, is mnoh
older than the one in tie 'those': I date it to the Balto-Slavic period.
Elsewhere I have argued that the East Baltiq future tense developed from a Bal-
to-Slavic subjunctive mood with secondary endings [1982a. 8]. This subjunctive can
be identified with the Vedic aorist injunctive. It can also be identified with the Old
Irish ,v-subjunctive, which has an athematic ending in the 3rd sg. form, e. g. teis, -tei,
-te, -t 'goes', which is therefore identical with Lith. steigs 'will found', OLith. 'will
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hurry'. Elsewhere I have argued that the original secondary endings of the Irish
tf-subjunctive are partly reflected in the Flexion of the α-subjunctive and the s-future
[1979b, 48-50]2. In his classical study on the sigmatic forms of the Latin verb
H. Pedersen derives the imperfectsubjunctive of this language from the hypothet-
ical preterit of a lost sigmatic future [1921, 14]. This point of view involves several
difficulties First, it remains unclear why the sigmatic future was replaced with a
less distinctive Formation, especially because the expected endings are attested in
the future perfect. Second, the development of the alleged future preterit through
a conditional into the imperfect subjunctive took place „sans qucon puisse indiquer
les etapes par lesquelles la formation a acquis sä valeur historiquement attestee"
(ibidem). Third, it must have been a very earlydevelopment because the subsequent
morphological transformations depend on the value of a subjunctive (ibidem).
Fourth, the imperfect subjunctive of Latin can hardly be separated from the Ceitic
subjunctive, which is not used äs a conditional either in Irish, which uses the past
tense of the reduplicated future, or in Welsh, which uses the imperfect indicative.
Consequently, the derivation of these forms from a sigmatic future requires a very
long chain of hypothetical developments in Ceitic [cf. Pedersen, 1921, 30]. More
probably, we have to Start from an Italo-Ceitic ^-subjunctive with secondary endings
which can be identified with the Vedic aorist injunctive and with the Hast Baltic
future tense. This formation is also ref lected in the Tocharian s-present, which adopt-
ed thematic endings, e. g. B paksän, pakstär 'ripens, boils', tsaksän, tsakstär 'burns',
which correspond with Lith. keps 'will bake', degs 'will burn'. The original athemat-
2
 Here I have to withdraw m> earlier view that the f lexion of the j-subjunctive was reshap-
ed on the pattern of the s-preterit [1979b, 48] because the motivation for such an analogical de-
velopment is rather weak. More probably, the athematic forms are original, so that we can iden-
tify the s-subjunctive with the Vedic injunctive and the East Baltic future. Both views are already
mentioned by Thurneysen [1946, 391]. Consequently, the 3rd sg. conjunct form *berä replaced
*berah rather than *berae. The thematic forms may have originated from the reanalysis of the 3rd
sg. absolute form *beras-es äs *berase-s. The expected lengthened grade was eliminated in the same
way äs it was in the Greek aorist, viz. äs a result of Osthoff's law. It follows from the position taken
here that Latin fcruö 'will do' and quaesö 'beg', which are often considered to represent the aorist
subjunctive [e. g. Pedersen, 1921,12], must probably be regarded äs original athematic formations
to be identified with the Irish and Baltic categories discussed here, cf. Venetic fagsto 'made'.
They may have adopted the thematic flexion of erö 'will be', which is generally derived from a the-
matic subjunctive. The latter view must be questioned, however, because the thematrc subjunctive
is otherwise limited to Indo-Iranian and Greek, and the latter language presents an athematic mid-
dle future 3rd sg. ϊσται 'will be'. One therefore wonders if the future of 'to be' represents the origi-
nal present injunctive in Greek and Latin. In that case, the Osco-Umbrian future paradigm may
have developed from the same formation by the Substitution of primary for secondary endings. The
predesinential vowel of O. pertemest 'will Interrupt', U. ferest 'will carry' was evidently taken from
the present stem, cf. O. didest 'will give', U. heriest 'will want'.
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ic flexion of this class is probably reflected in the corresponding transitive root
subjunctive, where the *-s- was lost between two obstruents. The vocalism of the
Latin imperfect subjunctive is the same äs that of the Irish α-subjunctive, which re-
presents the j-subjunctive of stems in a syllabic laryngeal [cf. K o r t l a n d i , l c.].
The Latin future perfect emerö 'will have bought' is apparently based on erö 'will
be' in the same way äs Oscan fefacust 'will have done' is based on fust 'will be'3.
1.5. Apart fromthe sigmatic aorist and polysyllabic stems inaresonant, lengthen-
ed grade vocalism is expected in monosyllabic root nouns. An example is Vedic
väk 'speech', Latin vöx, which was apparently replaced with Slavic recb and Prussian
acc. sg. tärin. The circumflex tone of the Slavic word is evident from SCr. r'ijec.
The establishment of this category is particularly difficult in Baltic and hardly
easier in Slavic begause root nouns appear äs o-, ä-, and /-stems and cannot there-
fore be distinguished from primary derivatives. A probable example of an original
root noun is Lith. gela 'pain', Slavic zalb, Slovene zala, Slovak zial', OHG. quäla.
The circumflex tone of the lengthened grade vowel in this word contrasts with the
aqute of laryngeal origin in the cognate verb Lith. gelti 'ache', SCr. zälitr, Czech ze-
leti. The same relationship holds between Lith. zole 'grass' and zelti 'grow', cf. OPr.
acc. sg. sälin 'herb', SCr. zelen 'green'. Another example of lengthened grade
from a root noun is Lith. mesä 'meat', Latv. mlesa, OPr. mensä, SCr. meso, Skt.
mämsam, mäs, Gothic mimz. A similar formation is SCr. jaje 'egg', also jo/e (Novi,
Vrgada, Dubrovnik), Gr. άηόν, Latin övum, which is a derivative of avis 'bird', or
rather of its precursor *öus, *u-. The absence of acute tone in these examples is
in agreement with what we have found thus far.
3
 Thus, I replace Kuiper's triad, consisting of a present *tresti 'flees'. a preterit *eterst, and a
subjunctive *terse- [1934, 212] with a pair of independent formations, viz. a present *tresti, *trsenti
and a subjunctive *terst, *tersht. In a sense, the original system is best preserved in Tocharian. The
Old Irish reduplicated future represents a PIE. formation *titresti, which is related to the sigmatic
aorist in the same way äs Gr. τίθ·ημι, 'put' is related to the root aorist. The Irish future originally
shared the secondary endings of the subjunctive. Incidentally, the 2nd sg. absolute form lile 'will
follow', which is usually considered incorrect [e. g. Thurneysen, 1946,405], is the regulär phonetic
reflex of *lilises-es, cf. subj. berae from *berases~es, whereas 3rd sg. Hlith shows the same replace-
ment äs beraid [cf. Kort landt , 1979b, 48], The Indo-Iranian desiderative present must be derived
from "titrse-, which relates to the reduplicated future in the same way äs the aolist subjunctive
*terse- relates to the PIE. subjunctive (aorist injunctive): the thematic forms represent the PIE.
objective flexion [cf. Kor t land t , 1982b]. Similarly, the reduplicated aorist derives from
*titre-, which has the same relation to the reduplicated present *titerti äs the thematic aorist
has to the root present. The original alternation of the root vowel is preserved in Old Irish fo-lolng
'supports' < *-!unge, subj. fo-lo < *-lengst, fut. fo-lil < *-tilugst, preterit in-lolaig < *-1ulouge,
verbal noun fulacli < "-lugom.
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The following Slavic words can in my view be derived frorn root nouns [cf.
Vaillant, 1974, 1. c.]: OCS. vodotecb (30), melb, meh (31), Lith. smelia, OCS.
recb (40), RUSS, nocleg (42), Czech -ber (45), -der, -dera (46). -per, -pera (48), -stera,
-ver, -vera (49), -ter, -tera (50), SCr. ügär (m.), gär (f.), lar (m.), zara(f.),pözär (69),
Polish «zp, sapa (77), OCS. slep-b (92), Z><?/& (99), Latv. hals (nexi to bäls because
of balts), SCr. väl, obala (168), Lith. vo/as, vole, SCr. vor, o&ara (169), Lith. voras
[Büga, 1959, 646], Ukr. cara, SCr. car (f.), Cz. ca> (m.), cara (f.), Avestan cärä,
SCr. iWär (178), kräs, Cz. /basa (179), SCr. uzäs (180), OCS. za/6 (194), SCr. kär,
Cz. fca>a (196), SCr. nemär, Cz. jvär (197), zar, zafe, davno, sam. I do not claim that
all of these words existed in Balto-Slavic times already, but I think that most of
them did and that they provided the starting-point for the spread of lengthcned
grade vocalism through the language. The long vowel is never acute in these words.
1.6. Above I argued that the metatony in the 3rd sg. form of the SCr. aorist
da and the Lith. future duos is best explained by the assumption that a laryngeal
was lost after a PIE. long vowel in Balto-Slavic. The same hypothesis accounts for
the circumflex tone of Latvian säls csalt' and güovs 'cow'.
Under the assumption that the Greek circumflex on final syllables points to a
disyllabic origin and that the last component of a "long diphthong" was assimilated
to the preceding vowel before a final resonant, a straightforward comparative re-
construgtion yields the proto-forms which are adduced under the label "Late PIE."
below. The forms which are labeiled "Early PIE." represent my internal reconstruc-
tion of the original paradigms.
Vedic Greek Late PIE. Early PIE.
nom. dyaus 'sky' Ζευς *dieus *deius
acq. dyam Ζην *dieum *dieum
gen. divas Διός *diuos *diuos
nom. naus 'ship' νοιΰς *neH2us *neH2us
acc. nävam väv *neHzum *nH2eum
gen. nävas ναός *neH^uos *nH2uos
nom. gaus 'cow' βοΰς *gweH3us *g
w
eH3us
acc. gam βών *gweHzum *g
w
eH
s
um
gen. gos βοός *gwH
a
ous *gwH
s
ous
The lengthened grade spread apparently from *dieus to *neH2us and from there to
*gweH
s
us. The faqt that the latter form is monosyllabic in Vedic and Avestan sug-
gests that Indo-Iranian shared the Balto-Slavic loss of a laryngeal after a long vowel,
unlike Greek, where the circumflex points to its preservation. Thus, the Indo-Ira-
nian form can be identified with Latv. güovs. The acc. sg. form gam is disyllabic
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in Vedic, but not in Avestan, which points to a late analogic development. The vocal-
ism of the oblique cases is preserved in Slavic govqdo, SCr. govedo 'head of cattle'.
The original flexion type of Vedic naus is reflected in the words for 'salt' and
'goose':
Balto-Slavic Greek Latin PIE.
nom. Latv. süls άλς säl *seHzls
acc. O CS. salb αλά salem *$Hzelm
gen. *sl- αλός salis *sHJos
nom. Latv. züoss χάν unser *gheffzns
acc. ,, züosi X«voc *ghHzensm
gen Slavic g- χανός *ghHzn$os
The circumflex tone of Latv. säls reflects the lengthened grade which was apparently
geneialized in the nora. sg. form of this category. The acute reflex of the laryngeal
is probably preserved in Lith. solymas 'brine' [cf. Buga, 1959, 584]. The Greek acute
shows that the loss of the laryngeal was anterior to the development of the syllab-
ic resonants, cf. lonic μείς 'month' < *meHins, Latin mensis. The converse chro-
nology holds for Indo-Iranian, where Avestan mäh 'moon' is disyllabic [Beekes,
1982, 55]. The initial palatovelar obstruent was depalatalized before a syllabic reso-
nant in Slavic gQSb (cf. Kor tl and t, 1978a, 241, where my reluctance is unwarrant-
ed). Other instances of ihis flexion class are Lith. dienä 'day', OPr. aqc.sg. deinem,
OCS. dbitb, Lith. ziema 'winter', OCS. zima, Avestan zyäh, gen. zimö, Hittite tekan
'earth', Lith. zeme, Vedic ksas, gen. jmas.
The original flexion type of Vedic gaus i s reflected in the word for 'nose':
Balto-Slavic Vedic Latin PIE.
nom. Latv. näss du. näsä näris *neHzs
acc. Latv. näsi (OP. näharri) närem *neH2$7n
gen. OCS. nos- du. nasos näris *nHzos
Prussian has preserved the long vowel in nozy 'nose' and the short vowel in ponasse
'upper lip', both in the Elbing vocabulary, cf. also Lith. nasral 'jaws'. The East Bal-
tic acute tone must probably be derived from the dual.
1.7. The flexion of the Lith. e-stems differs from that of the α-stems in the nom.
sg. ending -e versus -ä only. The origin of the metatony in the e-stems has not satis-
factorily been explained thus far. The usual assumption that -6 represents the regu-
lär development of *-iä is phonetically improbable, does not explain the restric-
tion of the metatony to the nom. sg. form, and requires a considerable number of
additional hypotheses [cf. Stang, 1966, 202]. There is no reason to assume that the
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metatony originated in the flexion of the original polysyllabic e-stems, of which
there are three clear examples: zväke 'candle', mente 'paddle', gire 'forest', which can
be compared with Latin faces Horch', Vedic manthäs 'churning-stick', giris 'moun-
tain', OCS. gora [cf. Pedersen, 1926, 60 — 67]. In my view, the metatony originat-
ed frorn the loss of the laryngeal after a lengthened grade vowel in the nom. sg.
form of the root noun which is represented in Lith. arkllde 'stähle', avlde 'sheepfold',
alüde 'pub', pelüde 'chaff störe', also zvaigzde 'star', OCS. zvezda, OPr. umnode
'bakehouse', Vedic -dhä [o. c., 72], Latin -des [o. c., 75, 77], cf. Gr. χρή 'must'. The
compositional structure of Lith. zvaigzdS is the same äs that of Avestan mazdäh
'God' and can be compared with the formation of the Greek passive aorist and the
Germanic weak preterit. Thus, the circumflex tone of Lith. -de has the same origin
äs the one of Latv. sals, güovs.
Other e-stems resulted from analogic developments. In the case of Lith. slove
'glory', OCS. slava, which cannot be separated from Latin cluere 'be mentioned',
I think that we have to start from a form *KleuH1, with analogical lengthened grade
äs in Gothic qens 'wife', PIE. *gwenH2, or Gr. ήπαρ 'liver', PIE. *iekwr. In the case
of Lith. gerve 'crane', OPr. gerwe, the original flexion is evident from SCr. zSräv,
Latin grüs: Ϊ reconstruct PIE. *gerH2öu, gen. *grH2uos. The nominative in -e was
created on the basis of the oblique case forms, cf. Latin -es, gen. -is. In Lith. zeme
'earth' we have the vocalism of the original accusative, which is preserved in ORuss.
zemb. Here too, the nominative in -e is apparently based on the oblique case forms,
cf. Vedic gen. jmas. The zero grade of the root in the oblique cases is preserved in
Lith. glle 'acorn', Latin gläns, SCr. zSlüd, which point to PIE. *gwelH2$ Oak', gen.
*gwlHzos, cf. *bherHigs 'birch', gen. *bhrHigo$, Lith. berzas, OPr. berse, zero grade
in Latin fräxinus 'ash tree', also farnus with the vocalism of acc. ^bhrH^gm. A
final example is Lith. üpe 'river', OPr. ape 'brook', Vedic dpas 'water', PIE. *H2ep-,
which shows that the vocalic alternation in the root was productive in East Baltic.
The list can easily be extended, cf. Lith. saule 'sun', muse 'fly', pele 'mouse' [Skar-
dzius, 1955, 175], etc.
2. Winter's law
Apart from the long vowels which originated from laryngeals, contractions,
and PIE. lengthened grade, there is a fourth type of long vowels in Balto-Slavic
e. g. Lith. esti 'eat', sedeti 'sit', sesti 'sit down', uosti 'smell', begti 'run', obelis 'apple
tree', pedä 'footstep', puodas 'pot', vedaras 'stomach', vedys 'fianco', nuogas 'naked',
uoga 'berry', ozkä 'goat', OCS. pasti 'fall', nagh 'sudden', agnq 'lamb', jazb T. The
origin of this type has recently been clarified by W. Winter [1978, 439] :"In Baltic,
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and Slavic languages, the Proto-Indo-European sequence of short vowel plus voiced
stop was reflected by lengthened vowel plus voiced stop, while short vowel plus
aspirate developed into short vowel plus voiced stop". This Balto-Slavic"lengthened
vowel" has acute tone, unlike the lengthened grade vowels of PIE. origin4.
We may wonder if there is a fifth type of long vowel in Balto-Slavic, viz. in sec-
ondary derivatives with Substitution of acute for circumflex vocalism. This type
can hardly be established in Baltic, where metatony became productive in morpho-
logical processes when the stress was retractedfrom a prevocalic *i [cf. Kortlandt,
1977, 324]. I will therefore limit myself to the Slavic instances which have been ad-
duced by Z. Gol^b [1967]. If we eliminate the words which either have an acute
tone of laryngeal origin or do not have a Proto-Slavic acute at all, his list is reduced
to four items:
(1) SCr. küca 'house' is related to RUSS, kutaf 'wrap', OPr. pokünst 'guard'. The
connection with SCr. küt 'angle', which Golajj endorses, is unsatisfactory from a
semantic point of view. Cognates in other Indo-European languages seem to be
lacking.
(2) SCr. llpa 'linden', Lith. liepa has no cognates outside Balto-Slavic. The connec-
tion with llpti 'stick' has a taste of populär etymology.
(3) OCS. sazda 'soot', Lith. suodziai is now explained by Winter's rule.
(4) SCr. vräna 'crow', Lith. vdrna is the only positive evidence for Balto-Slavic "me-
tatonie rüde", cf. SCr. vrän 'raven', Lith. vafnas. This pair is strongly remmiscent
of Gr. κόραξ 'raven', κορώνη 'crow', Latin corvus, cornix, of which it probably is
an alteration through the Substitution of *wor- 'burn' for *kor-, Lith. karstas 'hot'.
For the suffix cf. Sirvas 'grey', inuJvas 'reddish' next to RUSS, serna 'roe deer', Latv.
mqlns 'black', OPr. sirwis, Gr. μέλας. We apparently have to Start from a Balto-Slav-
ic pair *worwos 'black', *worHnaH 'crow'. Thus, I conclude that the only source
of apophonic long vowels with a Balto-Slavic acute tone is Winter's law.
* The acute long vowel of Lith. grebti 'rake', palegti 'lie down', fsekti 'engrave' is evident-
ly analogical, cf. OCS. greti 'row', leSti 'lie down', sekyra 'axe'. On the exceptions to Win-
ter's rule [cf. Kortlandt, 1979c, 60-61] Gercenberg's criticism [1981, 129-140] is not
convincing. The apophonic relationship between Lith. obelis, Latv. äbuöls 'apple', and RUSS.
jabloko shows that the word is of PIE. origin: I reconstruct *H^eböl, acc. *Hjbelm, gen. *Hzblos.
Initial *b- became *p- in PIE. times already, cf. Vedicpibati 'drinks', Olr. ibid, with restored redu-
plication in Latin bibit. Note that Latv. äbuöls shows the expected reflex of lengthened grade in the
second syllable, cf. dartt 'do', Ist pl. darum. Since Gercenberg misrepresents my views [o. c., 138],
I have no reason to go into his objections. Suffice it to say that the acute tone of Lith. eras 'lamb',
uolektis 'eil', uosis 'ash tree' is of laryngeal origin and that duodu 'give' relates to duoti äs dedü 'put'
to dfti.
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3. Chronology
Having established the correspondences of the different types of long vowel,
we are now in a position to examine their order of appearance. It has become gener-
ally accepted that the PIE. lengthened grade vowels constitute the oldest layer.
The Greek circumflex tone originated from the loss of the intervocalic laryngeals.
It developed from simple hiatus into a tonal feature when it arose in other positions
äs a result of the Greek accent laws. Since the accent laws are evidently posterior to
the rise of long vowels from sequences of short vowel plus laryngeal, I conclude
that these sequences had merged with the original lengthened grade vowels before
the rise of the circumflex tone. The converse chronology holds for Balto-Slavic,
where long vowels from contractions cannot be distinguished from the original
lengthened grade vowels. In this branch of Indo-European, the laryngeals were stili
segmental at the time of Hirt's law [cf. Kortlandt, 1977, 321]. The long vowels
which arose from Winter's law merged with the long vowels of laryngeal origin at
a stage which was posterior to Hirt's law, äs is clear from the broken tone of Latvian
p$ds 'footstep', nudgs 'naked' (ibidem). Elsewhere I have argued that the Proto-Slav-
ic acute was a broken tone, which developed from a glottal stop [e. g. 1975, passim;
1978b, 277]. I have also argued that the rising and falling tone movements which
we find in Hast Baltic and South Slavic are independent developments of Lithuanian
[1977, 325], Latvian [1977, 328], and Slavic [1975, 28, 31, 33]. These developments
can be compared with the Greek accent laws. The hypothesis that Winter's law is
simple lengthening of short vowels before voiced obstruents does not explain why
the resulting long vowels merged with the reflexes of short vowels plus glottal stop,
not with the eadier long vowels. This is why I have adduced Winter's law äs the
main piece of evidence for the hypothesis that the reconstructed PIE. voiced stops
were in fact glottalic [1978c]. As I have pointed out elsewhere, the latter hypothesis
is supported by immediate comparative evidence from Sindhi [1981] and by indirect
evidence from every single branch of Indo-European [1978c, 1983]. The alternative
view, according to which the glottalization is secondary, requires a detailed chro-
nological analysis, which has not been attempted by its adherents. In particular, it
requires the specification of a Balto-Slavic feature X with the following properties:
(a) X is the reflex of the PIE. laryngeals, but not of PIE. length.
(b) X developed automatically before the PIE. voiced stops, but not before the
voiced aspirates.
(c) In pretonic syllables X yielded glottalization in Latvian and length in Slavic.
(d) In newly stressed, originally pretonic syllables X yielded a rising tone in Lithua-
nian and a falling tone in Latvian [Kortlandt, 1977, 324-328].
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(e) In originally stressed syllables X yielded a falling tone in Lithuanian, a rising
tone in Latvian, and a variety of reflexes in Slavic: length in barytone forms of
paradigms with mobile stress, shortening in paradigrns with fixed stress, lengthen-
ing of initial vowels before a tautosyllabic resonant, lengthening in disyllabic words
in early Czech (e. g. psati 'write'), lengthening in metathesized groups in Upper So-
rabian (e. g. kruwa 'cow', cf. Polish krowa [Dybo, 1963]), rising tone on pleophonic
gtoups in Hast Slavic, and a short vowel in the second syllable of pleophonic groups
in Ukrainian (e. g. moroz 'frost', cf. gen. pl. holiv 'head').
(f) X blocked the progressive accent shift in Slavic [Kortlandt, 1975, 33].
(g) In the first posttonic syllable X attracted the stress frorn a preceding syllable
without X in Lithuanian [Saussure] and yielded shortening in Slavic.
(h) In the second posttonic syllable X yielded length in Slavic, which is reflected in
the Slovene neo-circumflex [Kortlandt, 1975, 11].
(i) In final syllables X yielded shortening in Lithuanian [Leskien].
(j) X was not glottalization.
Such an analysis does not seem to be forthcoming.
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